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the scholars of the salaf have always said that
they did not understand the methodology of
the salaf as regards belief and the hudhud of
the salaf and some of them wrote books with
the methodology of the methodolgies of the
salaf which is mushkil, and then they were
divided into two groups as you saw in the

sahih al-bukhari on the authority of muslim
who said, "we were divided into two groups by

the salaf: the first group of the salaf on the
subjects of faith are with us and the second

group of the salaf on the subjects of faith are
with the followers of imam ali (a.s). " you can
read ghunyat ul talibeen pdf on your mobile
phone or tablet. you can also download the

book qadar, and other other books online. the
book is divided into 4 main parts. you can read

the first part in one sitting. you can read on
the selection of urdu words like tasawwaf,
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ghunya, and sufism. also, read the book
wahyul ul firah. the author writes the details of
tasawwaf of jilani. the second part is about the

rules of tasawwaf and, how it is useful and
lead to eternal peace. the third part is about

the benefits of tasawwaf and the fourth part is
about the author's life. shaikh abdul qadir

jilani ra is also known as abdul qadir gilani. he
was the most famous sufi of punjab. abdul

qadir jilani ra took his birth name abdul qadir.
he became a teacher of his students. he said
that, each human being has a book in which

he is recorded on a scale of 1 to 8. his book is
recorded at 8. this book written in urdu
language. he wrote the book ghunyat ul

talibeen pdf. he is in his 59th year when he
wrote the book. it is his second book after the
arabic book ghunyat ul talibeen. his first book

is the book ghunyat ul talibeen in arabic
language. the book is published by the

university of punjab in lahore, and this book is
available in many institutes. if you get the

book, read it in urdu version.
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i hope you will also like the book ghunyat ul
talibeen pdf and share it. you may also

download the books awarif ul maarif urdu,
qasas ul ambia, & kashaf ul mahjub. here on

the site, you can download tasawwaf books in
pdf. if you like, you can subscribe to our
website to get updates about new posts.

shaikh abdul qadir jilani ra is the author of the
book ghunyat ul talibeen pdf. it is one of the
most famous books written by abdul qadir
gilani. in this book, he mentioned the main
branches of sufism. it contains the spiritual
teachings of islam for the muslims living in
any corner of the world. now, the students

who are studying in religious schools can read
this book in the urdu language. we hope our
readers will like the book ghunyat ul talibeen
pdf. this book ghunyat ul talibeen urdu pdf is

one of the most famous books written by
abdul qadir gilani. in this book, he mentioned
the main branches of sufism. it contains the
spiritual teachings of islam for the muslims
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living in any corner of the world. now, the
students who are studying in religious schools
can read this book in the urdu language. we

hope our readers will like the book ghunyat ul
talibeen pdf. i will be attending the funeral of
the shaikh abdul qadir jilani, in jama masjid,
here in dhaka, bangladesh. i am praying for
the performance of jazak allahu khairan to

allah and his servant, shaikh abdul qadir jilani,
in this life and for his infinite jannah and

jannat in the next world. may allah bless him
and keep him and send his mercy. 5ec8ef588b
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